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Sufficient mobility, proper fit, and adequate comfort are critical design goals for the 
Exploration Extravehicular Mobility Unit (xEMU), NASA’s next generation spacesuit. While 
component-wise fit assessments can provide baseline information at early stages of the 
spacesuit design process, the wearers’ experience may be different when multiple components 
are stacked and integrated together. This study is concerned with the fit, comfort, and mobility 
associated with the stack-up of the Hard Upper Torso (HUT), Lower Torso Assembly (LTA) 
and other interconnecting components. The first aim of this study was to identify the sizing 
ring configuration preferred by wearers of different body shapes and sizes. Sizing rings are 
inserts placed between the body seal closure at the base of the HUT and the top surface of the 
waist bearing. Sizing rings of different heights can be combined to accommodate the wearer’s 
torso length. Human test subjects wore the stack-up of 3D printed mockups and performed 
prescribed functional EVA postures as they were surveyed for feedback on fit and comfort. 
The second aim was to assess the effect of elongating the brief height design by 2 inches, instead 
of using a larger sizing ring to achieve the same height. The hypothetical benefit was a closer 
alignment of the mechanical pivot point of the brief with the anatomical low back joint center, 
especially for wearers with a longer torso. Human-in-the-loop testing was performed to 
compare the baseline and elongated brief configurations, with a focus on mobility and comfort 
differences. A statistical model was developed to predict the optimal sizing ring and brief 
configuration as a function of the wearer’s anthropometry. It was observed that ring height 
selections significantly vary with the subject’s vertical trunk diameter (VTD), and the subjects 
with VTD larger than 24.47 inches are more likely to select an elongated than baseline brief 
for improved mobility. The statistical model predicted that 29.2% of females and 89.4% of 
males in the crew-like population may select an elongated brief compared to a baseline brief. 
This study can also help to determine the largest and smallest body sizes in crew populations 
that can be accommodated with the HUT-to-LTA stack-up, with acceptable mobility and 
comfort. 
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Nomenclature 
BSC = Body Seal Closure 
EMU = Extravehicular Mobility Unit 
EVA = Extravehicular Activity 
EVVA = Extravehicular Visor Assembly 
HSIR  =   Human System Integration Requirements 
HUT = Hard Upper Torso 
JSC = Johnson Space Center 
LCVG =  Liquid Cooling & Ventilation Garment 
LTA = Lower Torso Assembly 
MAG =  Maximum Absorbency Garment 
NASA = National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
UTA = Upper Torso Assembly 
VTD = Vertical Trunk Diameter 
WBH = Waist Brief Hip 
xEMU = Exploration Extravehicular Mobility Unit 

I. Introduction 
HE Exploration Extravehicular Mobility Unit (xEMU) spacesuit is currently being designed and built at Johnson 
Space Center (JSC) to support the Artemis mission of sending the first woman and next man to walk on the lunar 

surface. The xEMU is a rear-entry planetary spacesuit that will provide additional mobility when compared to previous 
Extravehicular Activity (EVA) spacesuits.  
 The design of the xEMU consists of an Upper Torso Assembly (UTA) that is made of a Hard Upper Torso (HUT), 
hatch, rolling convolute shoulders, helmet, and Extravehicular Visor Assembly (EVVA). The baseline configuration 
of the xEMU UTA incorporates soft goods resembling those for the legacy Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU), 
including the EMU lower arms, and EMU Phase VI gloves. A complete explanation of the overall design of the UTA 
can be found from work by Ross et. al. (2019).1 The Lower Torso Assembly (LTA) provides the necessary mobility 
for a crew member to walk, lunge, 
squat and perform complex 
movements that will enable them to 
complete geology and other EVA 
tasks on the lunar surface. It 
consists of a Waist, Brief, Hip 
(WBH) Assembly, EMU legs, and 
planetary boots. A complete 
explanation of the WBH Assembly 
can be found from work by Davis 
et. al. (2020).2  
 In the previous study by Davis 
et. al. (2020)2, the brief design was 
optimized for maximum 
accommodation of the crew 
population. A large number of body 
scan manikins were overlaid with 
the 3D CAD drawing of the xEMU 
brief and the body-to-brief contact 
was virtually quantified as a metric 
of suit accommodation. The metric 
was compared against the outcome 
of human-in-the loop testing with a 
3D printed mockup and used to 
build a probabilistic model of 
accommodation for individual 
body scan manikins. The model 

T 

 
Figure 1. The 3D printed mockup of the integrated components (A) and 
function postures subject performed (B-D) 
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was further applied to a hypothetical future crew population to estimate the proportion of population likely to be 
accommodated with the proposed brief design.  
 The purpose of this study was to understand how people, ranging in size across a crew-like anthropometric 
distribution, will fit and be accommodated when multiple components are integrated, especially the Waist, Brief, Hip 
(WBH) assembly. As with the previous study2, a 3D printed WBH Assembly and HUT mockup was used for testing 
(Figure 1). The UTA and WBH are connected with one or multiple sizing rings that are inserted between the body 
seal closure (BSC) and waist bearing. The sizing rings are non-moving components; the rotation of the torso can be 
achieved through the waist bearing. The flexion/extension hard pivot and soft goods flex/ex element allow for up to 
40 degrees of waist forward flexion and backward extension of the upper body.  
 The sizing ring combination is determined by the specific wearer’s vertical trunk diameter (VTD; also known as 
trunk length), which is the linear distance between the crotch and mid-shoulder point (details in the Method section). 
The suit configuration without sizing rings is associated with the smallest body size that can be accommodated in the 
suit with ancillary padding. Conversely, the maximum height of the combined sizing rings for the largest body size is 
correlated to the maximum dimension and space claim of the suit. Thus, a prediction model of sizing ring height is 
needed to assess variations across the crewmember population.  
 A new brief design was added in addition to the baseline version that was introduced in the previous report.2 With 
the new design, the overall height of the brief, namely the distance between the top of the hip bearing and waist 
bearing, was elongated by 2 inches (Figure 2). In the baseline design, the flexion/extension pivot point tended to be 
located below the anatomical location of the lumbar joint, especially with larger subjects, thus a potential issue was 
identified for degraded maneuverability of the UTA. The issue is exacerbated in people who have a larger pelvis, 
where the pivot point of the baseline brief is located closer to the hip joints, thus the control of the upper and lower 
body is less comparable to unsuited movements. By vertically elongating the brief, however, the pivot point is 
effectively elevated by 2 inches and located closer to the lumbar joint center, which can help to improve mobility and 
comfort.  
 This study was focused on assessing the sizing ring heights required for subjects of different torso dimensions to 
develop a generalizable statistical model. The elongated brief was also evaluated for subjective preferences and 
feedback in correlation to the subject’s anthropometry. 

 

II. Methods 

A. Subjects 
Eleven volunteers (4 females and 7 males) participated in the human in the loop tests. All subjects were healthy 

and free from any known musculoskeletal disorders. The average stature of the subjects was 61.614 (SD 8.740) inches 
for females and 71.338 (SD: 3.268) inches for males, respectively. The subjects were pre-briefed for the purpose and 
procedures prior to the testing, and signed the informed consent approved by the NASA Johnson Space Center 
Institutional Review Board. The subject’s VTD was measured according to the EVA-RD-0013, specifically the vertical 
distance from the crotch to the mid-shoulder landmark using a caliper. A mid-shoulder landmark was placed between 
the neck/shoulder junction across the trapezius muscle to the acromion process. The subject stood upright looking 
straight ahead with feet together during the measurements. Measurements were taken from the right and left sides, but 

 
Figure 2. Baseline (A) and elongated brief (B) 
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only the right-side measurements were used for this study. The mean VTD was 24.715 (SD 1.192) and 27.351 (SD 
1.971) inches for the male and female subjects, respectively.  

B. 3D Printed Suit Mockup 
A mockup of the xEMU suit hard goods stack-up was 3D printed in acrylic styrene acrylonitrile (ASA) and used 

for testing. The suit mockup was composed of unpressurized components including the HUT, BSC ring, sizing rings, 
waist bearing, flexion/extension ring, and brief. In this study, both the small and large size HUT were used according 
to the subject’s chest dimensions. The small and large HUTs have a same height but different horizontal 
circumferences and scye bearing locations. Each subject’s probability of fit in the HUT was determined prior to testing 
in order to identify the proper HUT size and configuration. The fit probability was estimated with the subject’s 3D 
body scan overlaid with the CAD of the suit, and the suit-to-body contact and interference volume was quantified and 
used as parameters for physical fit prediction. The prediction was validated with the corresponding subjects wearing 
a 3D printed mockup. The detailed methods were listed in Davis et al. (2020)2 and Kim et al. (2019)4. The sizing rings 
were made to four different heights, including 0.75, 1.5, 2.25 and 3 inches, and designed to be stacked up on top of 
the waist bearing to achieve a desired height. As described above, two different types of briefs were considered, 
namely a baseline and an elongated design, which is 2 inches taller than the baseline design. A 3D-printed wireframe 
helmet was also mounted on the HUT for proper head placement.  

C. Procedures 
Each subject was asked to don the mockup suit stack up, including the components listed above while wearing 

formfitting clothing provided by the test conductor, of which the size was selected by the subject. These formfitting 
garments were standard commercial off-the-shelf shirt and short, thus not intended to mimic an LCVG or comfort 
layer. The subject donned the suit through the hatch opening and secured the suit in place using shoulder straps 
attached inside the HUT. The straps were adjusted to optimize the subject’s indexing by centering their shoulders in 
the scye ring and their head in the helmet. Ancillary items such as padding were not used. The initial sizing ring 
combination was preliminarily determined by a model prediction based on the 3D body scan of the subject that was 
overlaid with the 3D model of the suit and aligned to minimize the suit-to-body contact while satisfying other 
prescribed requirements. The requirements include the top of the shoulder maintaining a preset clearance from the 
scye ring, the arms being able to extend straight forward from the shoulder joint through the scye opening, and the 
head approximately centered within the helmet.3,4 This method was detailed in Davis et al. (2020).2 Although the 
estimation accuracy was not specifically measured for sizing ring combinations, this study cross-validated the model 
for brief fit prediction and showed an “excellent” level of classification performance (area under curve 0.92 for 
response operator characteristics analysis). Once completed with donning and indexing, the hatch was closed. The 
subject performed functional movements such as squats, kneeling, and walking to assess the fit of the suit stack up 
(Figure 1 B-D). Sizing rings were either removed or added according to the subject’s request to optimize fit, 
accommodation and individual preference for comfort. 

The suited subject then performed a series of additional functional postures, including neutral standing, forward 
torso flexion until the flexion/extension ring reached the 40-degree stoppers on the brief, and the maximum forward 
flexion the subject could perform (suit components tended to slide and rotate on the body to achieve more extreme 
rotation). The subject was also asked to extend the torso until the back of the HUT reached the back stoppers on the 
brief, then extend the torso to the maximal angle that the subject could achieve.  

In the first set of posture sequences, the subject wore a baseline brief, and in the subsequent set, the subject changed 
to an elongated brief and repeated the posture series. The tightening points for the HUT straps were recorded when 
the subject was wearing the baseline brief, and the straps were adjusted to the same point when the subject was tested 
for the elongated brief. The stack of sizing rings was reduced in height when the elongated brief was in use, to ensure 
that the total distance from shoulder to crotch was maintained where possible. For subjects who did not use any sizing 
rings, the configuration with the elongated brief was inevitably longer than the configuration with the baseline brief. 
At the completion of each brief type condition, the subject provided a verbal report of the perceived fit, comfort and 
suit maneuverability. Once finished with both brief type tests, the subject was asked to select the preferred brief type. 
The subject was then asked to wear a liquid cooling and ventilation garment (LCVG) with a maximum absorbency 
garment (MAG), and a drink bag was attached to the chest area of the HUT. The subject then donned the suit with the 
preferred brief type and repeated the posture series as above.  
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D. Analysis 
The sizing ring heights selected by the individual subjects were treated as a dependent variable and a statistical 

analysis was performed to assess the influences from the independent variables, such as the subject’s gender, VTD, 
and brief type. Specifically, an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) identified the statistically significant factors 
determining the sizing ring height selections. With the identified factors, a statistical regression model was built to 
predict the height of the sizing rings needed for the projected crew population. Given that the lowest bound of the 
sizing ring height was 0 inches (i.e., no sizing ring was inserted), a censored regression model5, also known as a tobit 
model, was used to estimate non-linear relationships between the independent and dependent variables, with the left 
censoring value of the dependent variable set to 0.  

The subject’s preference between the baseline and elongated brief was also analyzed for the underlying covariation 
with the VTD. A logistic regression model was built to predict the probability of preferring an elongated as opposed 
to a baseline brief. The threshold VTD, which corresponds to 50% of probability of a person preferring an elongated 
brief, was applied to the projected crew population as specified by the NASA Human System Integration Requirements 
(HSIR). The brief preference model estimated the approximate proportion of the population who are likely to need an 
elongated versus baseline brief.  

III. Results 

A. Sizing Ring Selection 
Across all subjects, the average selected height for the stack of sizing rings is summarized in Table 1Table 1 In 

general, the male subjects opted for taller sizing ring combinations than female subjects, likely due to the larger 
VTD measurements. Also, the baseline brief condition was associated with a taller sizing ring combination than the 
elongated brief condition This is due to the test protocol design to maintain overall height of the stack-up constant 
across the different brief conditions. In other words, height increased by the elongated brief was adjusted by the 
sizing rings of which the height was decreased by the same magnitude. This is an intuitive result given that the 
baseline brief is shorter than the elongated brief, so for a given crotch-shoulder separation, the baseline brief will 
require a longer stack of sizing rings. 

 
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the subjects. Units are in inches. 

   Females Males 
VTD   24.715 (1.192) 27.351 (1.971) 
Selected Sizing Ring Height Baseline Brief  1.125 (1.299) 4.250 (1.768) 
 Elongated Brief  0.375 (0.750) 2.036 (1.661) 

 
 An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) indicated that the selected sizing ring height significantly covaries with the 
subject’s VTD (F=38.082, p < 0.05) and brief type (F=19.482, p < 0.05) as main effects. Neither the subject’s gender 
nor any interaction effects are statistically significant. With the VTD and brief type as main effects, a censored 
regression model predicted that an 1 inch increase in VTD results in a 0.968-inch increase in selected sizing ring 
height, and wearing an elongated brief is associated with 2.172 inch shorter sizing rings (Figure 3). The corresponding 
95% confidence intervals are [0.759, 1.177] and [1.359, 2.984] inches, respectively. Overall, the prediction model 
showed a pseudo-R2 value of 0.47, which was estimated by the ratio of the likelihood of the fitted model to the null 
model. In general, a pseudo-R2 value of 0.2-0.4, thus any values above can be interpreted as “excellent fit” 6 

The prediction model was projected onto a hypothetical future crew population to estimate the sizing ring variation 
required to accommodate the crew anthropometric range, namely the minimum to maximum VTD range [22.0, 29.9] 
inches as specified by NASA EVA-RD-0013. As anticipated with a censored regression model, a small person with 
22.0 inch VTD is predicted to require a 0-inch sizing ring while wearing a baseline or elongated brief. The deflection 
points of the prediction lines (denoted by Figure 3 point b and d) indicate that the persons with VTD equal to or less 
than 23.215 or 25.458 inches would wear a suit without a sizing ring in the baseline and elongated brief condition, 
respectively. A VTD of 23.215 inches is equivalent to a 8th percentile female or below 1st percentile male measurement, 
and 25.458 inches is 70th percentile female or 10th percentile male measurement. A linear extrapolation from the 
uncensored proportion of the prediction line (i.e., sizing ring taller than 0 inch; line portion beyond Figure 3 point b) 
also indicates that a person with the smallest VTD (22 inches) would require a -1.175 inch sizing ring in the baseline 
brief (Figure 3 point a). Similarly, a person with 22 inch VTD corresponds to -3.347 inch sizing ring in the elongated 
brief (not shown in the figure). This negative sizing ring height is translated to be a gap between the crotch and the 
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inner surface of the brief for a small person. In contrast, a person with the largest VTD (29.9 inch) is expected to select 
a 6.470- or 4.299-inch sizing ring (Figure 3 point c and e), while wearing a baseline or elongated brief, respectively. 

 

B. Baseline vs. Elongated Brief 
When asked to report the preferred brief type, 

four subjects selected the baseline brief, and seven 
subjects selected the elongated brief. As 
hypothesized, the VTDs for the subjects who 
preferred a baseline brief are smaller than for the 
subjects who preferred an elongated brief. 
Specifically, the mean VTDs are 24.095 (SD 0.377) 
and 27.705 (SD 1.393) inches respectively. An 
unpaired t-test indicated that VTD differences are 
statistically significant (t=-6.456, p < 0.05).  

The preferred brief type was also predicted 
using a logistic regression model as a function of 
the individual VTD measurements (Figure 4). The 
model predicted that the persons with VTD larger 
than a 25.472 inch threshold show a 50% or higher 
probability of preferring an elongated brief, 
compared to persons with smaller VTD. It was 
further estimated that the VTD measurements up to 
the threshold value of 25.472 inches, in other 
words, those who are predicted to prefer a baseline 
brief, correspond to 70.8% female (Figure 5A) and 
10.6% of male (Figure 5B) crew population 
specified by the NASA HSIR. Conversely, 29.2% female and 89.4% male population are expected to prefer an 
elongated brief. The population VTDs were assumed to be normally distributed with the mean measurements of 24.9 
(SD 1.2) and 27.1 (SD 1.3) inches for females and males, respectively.   

The subjective feedback collected from the subjects is summarized in Table 2. Overall, subjects reported more 
upright posture and better control of the upper torso as reasons for preferring an elongated brief. One subject also 

 
 

 
Figure 3. Selected sizing ring heights as a function of the VTD. Circles denote individual subject cases, and the 
solid lines denote the prediction from a left-censored regression model. The shaded regions indicate the VTD range 
specified by EVA-RD-001. 
 

 

 
Figure 4. Probability of subjects preferring an elongated 
brief as a function of the VTD measurements. Each circle 
represents an individual subject’s preference report. The dotted 
line denotes the threshold VTD corresponding to 50% 
probability. 
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noted better balance maintenance with the elongated brief. Some smaller subjects, who selected a baseline brief, 
reported that with an elongated brief, the waist pivot point location was comparable. However, the hip pivot point was 
perceived to be too low due to the increased distance from the waist pivot point.  

 

IV. Discussion 
In this study, the integration of multiple suit components including the HUT and WBH assembly was assessed for 

usability and sizing by human-in-the-loop testing using a 3D printed mockup. Anthropometry measurements were 
found to be significantly correlated with the selected height of the sizing ring combination. However, the individual 
selection of the sizing rings should be interpreted in the context of the discrete sizing ring height options available to 
the subjects. In other words, the selection patterns might have been different, if the available height options were given 
in a 0.25 or 0.5 inch interval, as opposed to 0.75 inch interval as in this study. Similarly, it is suggested that a sizing 
ring combination with smaller heights (e.g., two 0.5 inch rings as opposed to one single 1” ring) can possibly enable 
for more detailed adjustment of fit, but this issue will need to be further investigated and determined by the suit 
engineers and stakeholders.  Also, it is probable that a wearer’s individual preference for sizing rings may not be 
precisely accommodated with the current sizing ring options, which are available only in a 0.75 inch interval (0.75, 
1.5, 2.25 and 3 inches). However, it is hypothesized that small mismatch in sizing and fit can be potentially improved 
with ancillary materials, such as padding. The censored regression model predicted that the sizing rings need to have 
a combined height range of 0-6.470 and 0-4.299 inches for the baseline and elongated brief respectively to 
accommodate the projected crew population, of which the VTD is specified in EVA-RD-001 3.  
 It is noted that the reduced demand for sizing ring heights is an additional benefit of the elongated brief, especially 
for people with a longer VTD. In other words, the 4.299 inch maximum sizing ring stack height predicted for the 
elongated brief can be achieved with a combination of two sizing rings, such as 3” and 1.5”. However, the 6.470 inch 
maximum height for the baseline brief may need at least 3 separate sizing rings. It was also estimated that persons 
with smaller VTD measurements, for example the lower bound 22 inch as specified by EVA-RD-001, may have 1.175 
inch gap between the brief inner surface and the crotch in the baseline brief. In general, such gap magnitudes are 
expected to be filled adequately using ancillary materials such as the MAG and padding. However, if the elongated 
brief was used, the smallest individuals would have a 3.347 inch gap between the brief inner surface and the crotch, 
which might lead to issues in hip mobility and sub-optimal eye, head and shoulder position. Therefore, it is 
recommended that both the baseline and the elongated brief are built as options for the LTA.  

As confirmed with the subjects’ reports of perception, the usability and comfort have been improved with the 
elongated brief for wearers having a long VTD, and supports the hypothetical tendency of the elongated brief 
facilitating more natural (i.e., unsuited) joint use patterns. However, it is still important that small persons may have 
degraded mobility and comfort with the elongated brief, as noted in the subjective feedback. Although the 
biomechanical specifics have not been quantified in this study, they are supported by the subjective feedback.  

 

 
Figure 5. Proportion of population estimated to prefer an elongated brief. The dashed vertical lines denote the 
threshold VTD measurement 25.472 inches corresponding to 50% of probability preferring an elongated brief.  
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Subject Gender VTD inch 
(percentile) 

Preferred 
Brief 

Comment 

1 F 23.6 
(14.5) 

Baseline The elongated brief feels to be lower than desired, thus some 
postures like raising the thigh or hip flexion were more difficult to 
perform. 

2 M 30.2 
Above max  

Elongated All motions were performed in both briefs but had a more upright 
posture with the elongated brief for motions like squats and kneels. 
Also elongated brief allowed for more comfortable bending 

3 M 26.6 
(34.7) 

Elongated Overall, all functional motions can be performed in both briefs 

4 M 26.5 
(31.1) 

Elongated The higher pivot point was immediately noticed upon wearing the 
elongated brief and felt to help to maintain a better center of gravity 
when bending the torso. However, the baseline brief required more 
attentive control of the upper body to prevent weight shifting. 

5 M 27.5 
(63.3) 

Elongated Felt overall more upright with the elongated brief especially when 
kneeling. More hip clearance was perceived as well. 

6 F 26.4 
(91.0) 

Elongated Performed all functional movement well in both briefs, overall 
preferred the elongated brief due to the increase flexion however 
both where acceptable.   

7 M 28.7 
(89.9) 

Elongated Can perform functional movements easier with elongated brief 

8 F 24.3 
(31.3) 

Baseline was not able to perform some of the functional movements with 
elongated brief since pivot point was too high 

9 M 28.1 
(87.3) 

Elongated Performed all functional movement well in both briefs, overall 
preferred the elongated brief due to the increase flexion 

10 F 24.5 
(37.3) 

Baseline length of stack up was ideal with baseline brief and too long with 
elongated brief 

11 
 

M 23.9 
Below min 

Baseline Elongated brief feels bulky and cumbersome. The pivot point is 
located too high near the abdomen 

 
 

As hypothesized, people with a larger VTD tended to choose an elongated compared to a baseline brief and vice 
versa, potentially due to the different dimensions of the pelvis and torso. The probability model predicted the threshold 
VTD at 25.472 inches for dividing the “elongated brief wearers” from the “baseline brief wearers”, which can be 
translated that a large proportion of the female population (70.8%) would prefer a baseline brief, while a large 
proportion of the male population (89.4%) would prefer an elongated brief. However, it should be noted that the exact 
threshold VTD may not be identified with certainty, given the large gap of the subject VTDs between the baseline and 
elongated brief groups (Figure 4), specifically between 24.49 and 26.42 inches. Thus, testing with more borderline 
subjects, namely those with VTD located within the gap, can further improve the model precision. 

Limitations of the study include the lack of the remaining suit components, such as hip convolutes, soft goods legs 
or shoulder convolutes, as well as the lack of pressurization and earth gravity (1-g) testing conditions, which can all 
influence the fit and sizing. Biomechanical assessments such as motions and postures for the elongated versus baseline 
brief could also provide additional insight into the different performance in functional movements and postures, which 
should be addressed in the future study. The subjective perception for different suit components, such as the LCVG, 
MAG, and drink bag, might have varied with the different sizing ring combinations or brief types, but was not 
specifically assessed.  Despite the small sample size, the statistical analysis has demonstrated fairly linear trends of 
sizing ring and brief selections. Thus, the statistical modeling was performed in order to define a structured and 
evidence-based process for suit fit and sizing guidelines. The outcome here is useful in that it serves as a guideline for 
suit fit algorithm development and component fleet planning, which were proven and supported by formalized and 
structured methodology and human-in-the-loop testing.  

Table 2.  Subjective feedback summary for the baseline and elongated brief 
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V. Conclusion  
This study overall found that within the scope of the component stack-up addressed in this study, including the 

HUT and WBH, the xEMU can potentially accommodate the projected crew population to a specified requirement 
range, using a combination of the sizing rings and different brief types. The two separate brief types are expected to 
offer enhanced comfort and controllability for functional movements for people at anthropometry extremes, namely 
the baseline for smaller people and elongated brief for larger people. The findings and methodologies reported in this 
study also provided a formalized approach with statistical modeling to assess the suit fit and sizing for the crew 
population for future assessments.  
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